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The theologian John Milbank and political scientist Adrian Pabst have
collaborated to write a wide-ranging critique of western liberal social
thought, and to provide an alternative to modern liberalism. They arGUE THAT A PROBLEMATIC KIND OF LIBERALISM HAS COME TO DElNE THE POLItics, philosophy, and culture of western societies. This liberalism is facing
a “metacrisis,” by which they refer to a set of systemic contradictions
THATLEADINEVITABLYTOREOCCURRINGCRISESANDCONmICT4HESOLUTIONTOTHIS
metacrisis is to adopt their “post-liberal” alternative, which calls for revival of tradition, virtuous aristocracy, corporatism, and small-scale socialism.
The book is aimed primarily at those interested in political philosophy, and includes extensive historical and comparative analysis, whereas
interaction with economic thinking is thin. Moreover, while this book
shares many arguments with Milbank’s earlier writing, there is less emphasis on theology, and a decidedly practical bent in some sections that
WILL MAKE THE BOOK EASIER TO READ FOR TRADITIONAL SOCIAL SCIENTISTS &OR
Christian economists interested in the economic systems debates happening across the academy, this book will likely be valuable (especially
THElRSTFOURCHAPTERS THOUGHNOTLIGHT READING4HEBOOKISORGANIZED
INTOlVEPARTSWITHTWOCHAPTERSINEACHPART4HElVEPARTSAREPOLITICS 
ECONOMY  POLITY  CULTURE  AND THE WORLD4HE lRST CHAPTER IN EACH PART
discusses the metacrisis associated with the part and the second chapter
offers their post-liberal alternative.
Liberalism
!FTERAVALUABLEINTRODUCTION THElRSTPARTOFTHEBOOKLAYSOUTTHEAUthors’ primary thesis about the metacrisis of liberalism, and the basics
of the “post-liberal alternative.” The authors claim that both liberalism
on the left and liberalism on the right share an emphasis on individualism and negative liberty. They argue that liberalism is optimistic about
technological progress, but pessimistic about human nature; liberalism
assumes that human beings are “self-interested, fearful, greedy and ego-
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TISTICCREATURES UNABLETOSEEBEYONDOUROWNSELlSHNEEDSAND THEREFORE PRONETOVIOLENTCONmICTvP 4HISCOMBINATIONISROOTEDPARTLY 
they claim, in Calvinist and Jansenist theologies, which substituted for
traditional ideas about original sin an extreme vision of total depravity.
After surveying a variety of historical strands of liberalism, the authors
conclude that there is a kind of unity in liberal thought that is at the heart
of their critique.
4HEAUTHORSARGUETHATLIBERALISMISCHARACTERIZEDBYARETREATFROM
“substantive” commitments toward materialism and procedure. Left behind are deference to tradition, religious metaphysics, and a recognition
of virtue. Instead, we imagine the project of politics and economy to be
amoral, with problems to be solved by balancing and channeling conmICTINGDESIRES4HISMOVEAWAYFROMSUBSTANTIVECONSENSUSRESULTSINAN
almost inevitable tendency toward rationalism and technocracy. Absent
a substantive vision of the common good, or a long cultural tradition, society is left with no source of unity, and so the state and the market take
over all of society. The economy moves toward individualist materialistic
consumerism, and the state moves toward a technocratic oligarchy. The
left and the right disagree about the balance of power in state and market, but they share the basic terms of debate and structure of society.
5LTIMATELY THEMETACRISISOFLIBERALISMSTEMSFROMCIVILIZATION LEVEL
problems that all trace themselves back to this abstraction away from
of a substantive vision of humanity, simultaneous with a reduction of
public life from the pursuit of the common good to a simple materialism.
The authors’ solution is to return to a politics of virtue that unites greater economic justice and social reciprocity. This includes “a reciprocalist
model of sharing risk, responsibilities and resources wherein reward is
RECONNECTEDTOPERSONALREQUIREMENTSFORVARIEDSELF FULlLLMENTANDFOR
rendering a social contribution” (p. 3).
4HEPOST LIBERALALTERNATIVEFOCUSESONUNIVERSALHUMANmOURISHING
that can be attained if we adopt a view that there is a true end (telos)
for society. A shared set of goals for human society allows the discernment of the different roles required to achieve these goals. We could then
speak meaningfully of the common good as different from the summation of individual goods determined by self-interested individuals. This
section returns to a familiar emphasis in Milbank’s work: gift. “Society
is a spiral paradox of ‘non-compulsory compulsion,’ in which the giving
of gifts (and every act and speech act is a gift) half-expects but cannot
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compel a return gift. This is the very fabric of all human society” (p. 71).
Just as their critique is broad, so too is their solution. In the second
chapter, they outline the contours of a social and cultural move away from
liberalism. To counter the materialistic motives created by the liberal orDER THEYADVOCATEARENEWEDCULTUREOFHONOR4HEYPROPOSETOPRIORITIZE
community and virtuous practices, devaluing equality of opportunity and
social mobility. Rather than expecting and rewarding greed, the authors
propose a “true” socialism of trust and reciprocity. They prefer a mixed
constitutional monarchy over pure democracy, and a corporatist cooperATIVEECONOMYINSTEADOFANTAGONISTICSTATE MARKETCONmICT
Economy
The second section of the book focuses on the economy and the “metacrisis of capitalism.” Here the authors argue that market economies have
ANESSENTIALTENDENCYTOWARDlNANCIALCRISIS INEQUALITY ANDSOCIALCONmICT
These problems, the authors argue, have their root in an economics that is
OVERLYABSTRACT PRIORITIZESINDIVIDUALSOVERCORPORATEBODIES ANDASSUMES
/ creates a fundamental scarcity of resources. They argue that this kind of
ECONOMICTHINKINGRESULTSINACOMMODIlEDECONOMYTHATISINDIFFERENT
to social relations, symbolic meaning, tradition, duties, or purpose. Ultimately, they paint the picture of a capitalist economy that is at odds with
the market: The actual provision of goods and services is undermined by
the tendency toward individual accumulation and instability.
The bias toward abstraction and individualism, according to these
AUTHORS EXPLAINSTHERECENTlNANCIALCRISIS4HEYARGUETHATWEHAVEWITNESSEDATENDENCYTOWARDTHEEXPANSIONOFTHElNANCIALECONOMY ASOPposed to the real production of goods and services. In the extreme, they
ARGUETHATlNANCIALMARKETSBECOMEUNTETHEREDFROMTHEREALECONOMY 
leading to increased speculation and layers of systematically connected
risk. In this, they argue that the state is often complicit, by pointing to a
long history of government bailouts, and state power growing with the
expansion of public and private debt.
At the same time, as the real economy is devalued, the authors argue,
following Marx, that the system requires a constant downward pressure
ON WAGES  AND THAT THERE WILL ULTIMATELY BE INSUFlCIENT DEMAND FOR REAL
goods to sustain the speculative growth. Consumer debt grows, fueling the
lNANCIALIZATIONOFTHEECONOMYEVENASITPROPSUPDEMAND5LTIMATELY 
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the consumption and production become unsustainable, and the economy
falls back into a temporary crisis (recession), even as the larger structure
continues to hollow the substance out of the economy (metacrisis).
As an alternative, in chapter four, Milbank and Pabst advocate for a
civil economy as articulated by a group of Italian economists, beginning
with Antonio Genovesi, a near-contemporary of Adam Smith. They conTRAST'ENOVESIAND3MITHh&OR'ENOVESI SOCIETYISNOTPRIMARILYABOUT
the division of labour and the harmonious balances of rival self-interest
in the marketplace (as for Smith). Rather, human beings have shared
NEEDSTHATCANONLYBESATISlEDTHROUGHMUTUALASSISTANCEvP 4HEY
continue: “If human beings are naturally political, social and gift-exchanging animals, they need to cultivate habits of personal and communal living that sustain the polity, society and the economy” (p. 141).
How can a civil economy be built? They suggest tying the lending
of money to real investment and having banks invest in the enterprises
themselves to expand shared ownership. They want to see debt treated
very differently—as part of the logic of gift-exchange that generates a
social bond, “whose essence is a grateful promise to make a counter-payment in the future” (p. 157). They further argue that society should collectively imagine a shared scale in determining value, to result in more
just wages and prices. Most notably, perhaps, they picture a return to free
guilds and a new type of corporatism. They write: “A certain subordination of technology to relatively stable human ends might be served by
bringing new technology within the scope of existing guilds: we could
then more easily ask, for example, what social purposes the mobile phone
and the computer precisely serve and under what best permissions and
restrictions” (p. 151).
Overall, while the authors’ suggestions for a new economy are numerous and broad, their primary goal is to undermine the connection beTWEENPROlTANDCONmICT WHICHRESULTSINANARBITRARYhARISTOCRACYWITHout honor.” Instead, they wish to ground all economic decision-making
in more communal practices oriented toward the common good. In this
ECONOMY PROlTWOULDREWARDGENUINECONTRIBUTIONTOSOCIETY HONORABLE
practice, and sustainability. At no point is there any indication that the
AUTHORSRECOGNIZEANYMATERIALCOSTTOTHEIRSUGGESTEDCHANGES)NDEED 
the idea that we would have to forgo wealth to pursue their communitarian goals runs directly counter to their thesis: true wealth does not
REQUIREACONmICTBETWEENEFlCIENCYANDEQUITY4HIS THEYARGUE ISAFALSE
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choice that is created by the self-perpetuating assumptions and required
practices of liberalism.
Polity, Culture, and International Affairs
The third section focuses more directly on politics. Milbank and Pabst argue that democracy under liberalism is unable to sustain true representative government. In particular, they claim that as a result of the liberal
retreat from a shared substantive teleology, there is no source of unity. If
we cannot assume that humanity has a shared, knowable purpose, then
we cannot expect any consistent shared pursuit of the common good.
Instead, politics becomes a battle for power. Each level of government is
ASITEOFACONmICTBETWEENINDIVIDUALWILLS ANDSTABLEOUTCOMESTAKETHE
form of a majoritarian tyranny, a balance of competing powers.
Paradoxically, the authors give an extended argument for a mixed
government (aristocracy and parliament) as a better way to secure
democratic representation. In particular, they point to the functions of
a monarch or hereditary aristocracy in pointing the parliament toward
more permanent commitments in society, especially toward the protection of the particularities of individual communities. Similarly, the esTABLISHMENTOFASTATECHURCH THEYARGUE CANPROVIDEAKINDOFOFlCIAL
representation for a kind of interests that are lost in the material political
struggle of democratic politics. If modern conservatives tend to argue for
a limited government in favor of broader freedoms for markets, these
authors want a very different kind of limited government. They argue
for more local control, but also more varied sources of power, with coOPERATIVEGOVERNANCEANDREPRESENTATIONOFlRMS COMMUNITIES RELIGIOUS
bodies, and other institutions.
The fourth section of the book focuses on culture and education. The
reign of liberalism in culture is marked, according to these authors, by
rejection of religion, tradition, culture, and hierarchy. The reductionism
of liberalism collapses these cultural structures in favor of a commodilEDANDLIBERTINECONSUMERCULTURE4HEIRKEYARGUMENTHEREISTHATCULture operates as a kind of formation, or education, that happens both in
and outside of schools. Liberal culture is at odds with transcendent truth,
beauty, and, ultimately, humanism. To recover a culture that educates and
forms virtuous people, the authors argue that culture and education need
TOESCAPETHECONlNESOFTHELIMITEDGOALSPROSCRIBEDBYTHESTATEANDTHE
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market. In particular, the authors propose a wide array of reforms, mostly aimed at the UK, which would expand connections between schools
and virtuous practices, reconnect schooling with longer traditions, and
move closer to the kind of Christian liberal arts education sometimes
found in the United States.
&INALLY THEAUTHORSAPPLYTHEIRCRITIQUEOFLIBERALISMTOINTERNATIONAL
affairs, delving at some length into European unity and the challenge
OFCONmICTWITH)SLAM(ERE THEYARGUETHATTHEINTERNATIONALORDERSUFfers from an increased connectivity, but a diminished unity because of
the liberal retreat from any substantive vision of the common good.
This combination results in ever increasing negotiation of power with
less consensus. Indeed, the Westphalian move toward nation-state sovereignty is ultimately undermined by the connectivity of peoples across
borders, and the ultimately arbitrary expressions of an anarchic world
order. The authors propose a re-embrace of empire in the form of a commonwealth, where countries are freely cooperating toward shared ends,
ANDANEO MEDIEVALINTERNATIONALAFFAIRSCHARACTERIZEDBYSTRONGCITIES 
empires, and churches, not just nation-states.
Conclusions
While the authors have clearly provided a rich set of arguments for
SCHOLARSTOGRAPPLEWITH ECONOMISTSWILLNOTlNDTHEAUTHORSWELL VERSED
in the contributions of economic scholarship to these questions. Indeed,
at times the argument proceeds in spite of clear data and scholarship to
THECONTRARY&OREXAMPLE THEAUTHORSMAKEPASSINGREFERENCETOh4HE
Great Enrichment,” but then ignore the fact that not only in the West,
but also in large parts of Asia, hundreds of millions of people have been
pulled out of poverty. Their argument leans heavily on the assumption
that liberalism cannot truly produce wealth. They are thus forced, midway through chapter three, to respond to McCloskey (2011) by arguing,
not on the basis of data, but on the basis of underlying metaphysics, that
CAPITALISMMUSTPRODUCECONmICTANDPOVERTY3IMILARLY THEYNOTEINPASSing, in chapter one, that violence is broadly increasing, while not noting
declines in violence, by most measures, even as liberalism has matured.
The data do not seem to back up even their most fundamental claim that
lNANCIALCRISESANDRECESSIONSHAVEINCREASEDINFREQUENCY)NTHESEAND
other areas, the argument could use strict scrutiny by economists.
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)DEOLOGICALLY THEBOOKISVERYDIFlCULTTOPINDOWN ESPECIALLYINTHE
landscape of the United States, where there are few who argue for an
inherited aristocracy, an established church, and against social mobility. These arguments place them in debt to an older school of European
conservative thought. At the same time, while they clearly owe an intellectual debt to Marx, and are happy to embrace a kind of socialism, they
remain deeply suspicious of the modern state, observing that “liberty and
equity cannot be rendered fully substantive by a programme of liberal
STATIST EQUALIZATION THAT HAS ALWAYS PROVED TO ENGENDER A NEW TYRANNY
exercised by an elite of state functionaries and party cadres” (p. 69).
Because the authors move across history, philosophy, religion, polITICS ANDECONOMICSATAQUICKPACE FEWOUTSIDETHEACADEMYWILLlND
this book helpful. Moreover, we cannot recommend this as a good introduction to the study of these big questions in political philosophy, virtue
ethics, or economics. However, for those scholars that are invested in
continental political theory, particularly the economic dimensions, this
WILLBEAFRUITFULBOOKTOSTUDY&OR#HRISTIANECONOMISTSINVESTEDINTHE
study of virtues in the economy, this book does provide a detailed study
of the way ideologies, institutions, laws, and markets can impact economic culture and support virtuous practices. In this niche, the book may
have a lasting impact.
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